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September 23: arts and entertainment - always something to celebrate

Legendary scriptwriter Ricky Lee, known for his award-winning screenplays and being a creative consultant for ABS-CBN shows for several years, is now a Kapuso. He will serve as a creative consultant in some

vessel transfer puts South Korea-Philippines defense relations into focus

On August 5, Philippine officials disclosed that a vessel that South Korea had donated to Manila had begun its trip to the Southeast Asian country. The vessel’s impending arrival put the

list of free movies in the park in the Sacramento region

Here’s a guide to 2017 outdoor movie nights throughout the

As Poe says in “The Murders in the Rue Morgue,” “As the strong man exults in his physical ability, delighting in such exercises as call his wonders into action, so glories the analyst in that mental

upcoming courses

A Malaysian delegation will visit China to hold talks with the country’s leadership on AUKUS and North Korea’s Academy of Defence Science (ADS) has tested what it claims to be a newly

People get ready for an outdoor movie at the back lawn of the Garner Performing Arts Center in Garner. N.C. Garner-Cleveland Record Here’s a guide to 2017 outdoor movie nights throughout the
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